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lonely one. A forgotten symlink, a misconfigured initscript that fails to start
automatically, or a broken RAID array can all be enough to drive a Linux administrator

insane before you know it. There are more than a few ways to solve such problems,
but the most common methods are the File System, Control Plane and Container
methods. This chapter will take a look at some of the different methods to look at
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some solutions. File System Linux file system works well, but it has a few problems.
Those problems are often shared with all operating systems. The main problems are

that the file system is organized by extents instead of blocks, fragmented, not
checksummed and contains more than one file per directory. The files themselves can
take up a lot of the available disk space since a single file can have the capacity of the
entire hard disk, a DVD or even a Blu-ray. Users and administrators who try to address

the problems will have to break up the files into multiple pieces and modify the
filesystem tools. This leads to another problem, with each file being only written
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